UNLEASHED®

DESERT ALMOND™ professional shampoo is the perfect choice for thorough, Conditions coat, softens skin and leaves fur luminous and manageable. Great
for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens, horses, cattle and other animals. Extreme
centration of 50 to 1 creates UNLEASHED® value

Professional Formulations

Premier, Deep Cleaning & Conditioning Shampoo

ULTIMATE® is the perfect shampoo for the widest range of coat types.
ULTIMATE® achieves "best in show" results with excellent lathering and
foaming effects. The emollient and humectant rich formula deeply cleans
very dirty, smelly and removes stains with gentle thoroughness. Conditions
coat, softens skin and leaves fur luminous and manageable. Extreme
concentration creates great value. Long-lasting results allow animals looking,
feeling and smelling great long after. ELMERAL BLACK™ is used. Humectant
and emollient rich formula is easy on your hands and enriches the animal's skin.
May be used regularly for beautiful, show-ring results. Great for dogs, cats,
horses, cattle, llamas and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 32 to 1.

VERSATILE DEEP CLEANING CONDITIONING SHAMPOO

GRIMENATOR® is an extraordinarily versatile shampoo that achieves "best
in show" results on your pets and leaves the dried, emollient rich
animals glistening and lustrous. The humectant and emollient rich formula
leaves pets with the cleanest, healthiest skin and exudes a shiny coat for everyday use.
Leaves coats manageable and lustrous. Great for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and all
companion and farm animals. Concentrated 32 to 1.

Deep Cleaning Shampoo for White Coated Animals

ALPHA WHITE™ professional shampoo gently, thoroughly and deeply cleans
animals with white coats or markings. Removes stains and yellowing.
Deodorizes and leaves a fresh great scent. Extreme concentration creates great value.
Leaves hair lustrous, manageable and sheen with show ring results. Great for dogs, cats,
horses and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 32 to 1.

Highlighting Shampoo

PEARL™ is a deep cleaning, conditioning, highlighting shampoo. This
innovative formula is perfect for animals of any color and most types of hair or
fur. Leaves hair soft, shiny, and manageable, without depleting body. Great
for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and all companion and farm animals.
Concentrated 15 to 1.

MOISTURE MAGIC®

P H A W I T H E

White Brightening and Color Enhancing Shampoo

MIDNIGHT WHITE™ professional shampoo cleans, conditions and brightens white
coats, and enhances colored coats. Removes stains and odors. Leaves hair
lustrous and healthy with a fresh clean scent. pH balanced and especially for animals.
The unique formula of MIDNIGHT WHITE™ with Algae, Panthenol and Vitamin E
brightens while maintaining the vital moisture balance in both skin and
hair. Great for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and all companion and farm animals.
Concentrated 15 to 1.

MOISTURE MAGIC®

TANGLES AWAY™

Spray-on Detangler and Rinse

TANGLES AWAY™ professional detangling spray is the ultimate
detangler for animals. Moisture-rich formula makes comb-out easier
for athletes and you. May be left in or rinsed out. TANGLES AWAY™
readily detangles and leaves hair soft, shiny and manageable. Specially
pH balanced for animals. Great for use on dogs, cats, puppies, kittens, all
companion and farm animals. May be diluted up to 4 to 1.

Conditioner Concentrate for Long Hair & Full Coats

REFURBISH™ professional detangling concentrating is the ultimate
conditioner for animals and you. May be left in or rinsed out.
TANGLES AWAY™ and REFURBISH™ combo are the answer for all
kinds of hair types. Enriched with Panthenol, Aloe, and Vitamins A, D, and E. Great
for dogs, cats, horses and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 32 to 1.

E A R B R I S H

The Solution
for Detangling and Conditioning

An extraordinarily versatile product which will help detangle the most
difficult mats and/or condition a wide range of coat types. May be diluted
variously for distinct effects including a leave-in spray. Humectant and
emollient rich formula leaves the dried, emollient rich animals glistening and
exudes a shiny coat for everyday use. May be used regularly for beautiful show
ring results. Great on dogs, cats, horses and all companion and farm animals.
Concentrated up to 40 to 1.